Carnival, Crop Over and Festival allow the masses a public outlet and celebration after months of hard work. These celebrations are largely gaudy and noisy displays of drinking, music and revelry, which fly in the face of traditional ''good behavior''. In fact, patrons are openly encouraged to ''get on bad'' or ''behave badly'' in the lyrics of the songs and the mood of the festivals. All of this takes place in a context where the legal systems of these small island states continue to struggle with the sanctioning of same sex relations and the valuing of behavior outside of the heteronormativity that is currently supported by the laws of the islands.
This special issue of Sexuality & Culture on Caribbean sexuality opens a small window on some of the practices of a region that has influenced the world through its export of music, sports, and cuisine. The Caribbean Diaspora has made its indelible mark culturally from Notting Hill Carnival in London to Reggae festivals in Soweto and Japan. The CSRG, through the articles contained here, provides a further glimpse into issues facing the region and beyond. We hope that Sexuality & Culture readers enjoy the articles.
